Within the theory of regular perturbation the restriction on a source function is slightly relaxed so that the theory may include cases in which the interaction part of Hamiltonian not only has no dense domain common with the free part, but also it is never defined in a Hilbert space. A smallness condition of the interaction part expressed in terms of symmetric quadratic forms ensures the total Hamiltonian to be uniquely determined as a self-adjoint operator. All the results concerning the strong asymptotic limits of operators which have been established previously for more restrictive source functions are retained in these cases. § I. Introduction
fixed-source theory.
As was reported in a previous short note,7l the definition of the total Hamiltonian for G 2 < oo is achieved by the second criterion of regular perturbation. If G1 = oo, the interaction part of Hamiltonian not only has no dense domain in ~ common with the free part, but also it is defined nowhere in ~-Nevertheless we could show that the total Hamiltonian is uniquely determined as a self-adjoint operator ·by applying the second criterion. Namely it turned out that the interaction part is defined by a quadratic form which can be extended to the domain of the closure of a quadratic form induced by the free part and that the second criterion is satisfied by these quadratic forms.
The purpose of the present paper is to give a full account of the previous note ( § 2) and to discuss the existence of strong asymptotic limits of operators and its related problems ( § 3) . Description is again confined within the neutral scalar theory. Needless to say, the results established are meaningful in any fixed-source theory, since all the reasonings throughout this paper are preserved by obvious alterations due to the introduction of spin and/ or isospin degrees of freedom.
§ 2. Definition of the total Hamiltonian
Let ~) be a Hilbert space with inner product and norn1 denoted respectively by (u,v) and llull 2 for u, vE~. We follow the terminology and notations of the preceding paper, unless otherwise positively stated. 6 l,*) [u] with some positive constants c 1 and c 2 . Let I-L, l-! 2 be self-adjoint operators belonging to J 1 , J 2 respectively. Then it is easily seen *l In what follows we shall refer to this paper as (I). **) When we speak in the sequel of bilinear or quadratic forms, we shall assume that they are' symmetric and defined in dense domains in ,P. 
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for every u E::}) (J 0 ) , then the quadratic form J~ = Jo + },J defined in :
is bounded below and closed for real A such that IAI<1/a. J~ determines uniquely a self-adjoint operator H~ belonging to it. H~ thus defined has the properties 1) · to 5) above mentioned, and moreover it is a regular operator with respect to A, that is, its resolvent R~ (l) can be expressed in power series 
This theorem in the present form was stated by T. Kato.
>
We shall omit the proof of this theorem, referring it to Rellich 1 l and T. Kato.
2 l,*l
Remark. When the operator l-1 0 is bounded below as in the quantum field theory, the second criterion manages a wider class of regular perturbations than the first condition. **l 3. Fixed source theory. As is noticed in the introduction, we shall confine ourselves to the neutral scalar theory. The neutral scalar boson coupled with a fixed source at the origin of coordinates is described by two operators Ho and J.h called free and interaction operators, respectively. These operators are given formally in the Fock representation of ~ as As for the interaction Hamiltonian h we can see at once that (2 · 6) is Proof Let us suppose, to the contrary, that there is a vector (/j~O in '1) (1-l"') n '"IJ(H"',) for A~A'. Then we have for every IJ!E::D(J~) ='JJ(J"',)
and accordingly
J[(/j, ?f!] = ,,---; ( (1-[A,-HA) (/j, l_F).
A -A G1=oo. iii) The bounded operator C given in Theore1n 2.1 is here represented as follows:
The last expressiOn shows that J[(/j, P"] is a bounded linear functional which is defined for p· taken from a dense set in ~;:, and hence there exists a (/j' E ~ such that J[(/j, lfJ']=((/j', IJl).*) This is a contradiction if
where
with § 3.
Existence of asymptotic operators
We have established in (I) that " adjusted " annihilation and creation operators satisfy the equations of motion in differential as well as in integral forms and tend strongly, at remote times, toward their asymptotic limits and that the commutation relations between these asymptotic operators and the total Hamiltonian are of the same form as those between free operators and the free Hamiltonian. There we have based the theory upon the first criterion of regular perturbation, whose direct consequences, especially, the identical domain of the *> See Riesz-Nagy,IO> p. 61.
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free and total Hamiltonians and various inequalities (see Lemma 4.2 in (I)) played essential roles throughout the work.
In the present paper, instead, we are concerned with the regular perturbation of the second kind. However, so long as the total Hamiltonian is defined, such a difference seems not to cause much trouble. Indeed it turns out by careful analysis that all the theorems concerning the fixed-source theory in § 4 to § 6 of (I) remain true only if smne of exp.ressions in them are properly interpreted. Of course some of lemmas and their proofs must be revised so as to fit the present circumstance, mainly due to the change of the relation between the domains of free and total Hamiltonians, Two non-trivial revisions of this kind are those of Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 4.6 in (I). Lemma Another important alteration is in the proof of Lemma 4.6 in (I). Lemma 4.6 itself need not be changed at all, but it will be better to restate it as follows: The com.mutation relation (3 ·4) and a similar relation for aa * are valid in S~Y. Here ha(k) is an Hermite function and the abbreviation a{ha} = aa is used. More precisely, the products of operators aal1>-and H>-aa are defined in :1:l · In (I) and will be given in the Appendix.
The theorems in (I) 1 and thus we can arr:ive at the same conclusions as in (I). We shall give up to reproduce here all the theorems in (I), but condense them into the following two theorems which are most fundarnental.· 
Of cource the discussion on the spectrum of H~ in § 6 of (I) remains unaltered in the present case. § 4. Concluding remarks
As was illustrated in the paper, the quadratic form is sometimes useful to define the sum of the operators when they have no common domain or some of them have no domain of definition in ~· We have defined H~ under the condition G2< oo when its interaction part has no domain of definition by virture of G1 = oo. In this connection it may be of interest to point out that in a model of fixed-source theory with the spatial dimension reduced to one H.,.. is definable even *) It can be easily verified that an equation like (3 · 4) holds when one substitutes haexp (iwtl in place of ha. **l In the general fixed-source theory, this integral should be multiplied by a bounded operator B indicating spin and/or isospin dependence. m the limit of point source, since then ) (dk/2w 2 )< oo.
We have been expecting much of the theory of regular perturbation, but it seems that it would be difficult to deduce further fruitful results from this theory. Indeed, if G 2 = oo, the second criterion is no longer applicable, although the quadratic form (2·9). for G 3 -) (lvl 2 /2w 3 )dk<oo is defined for all vectors belonging to the dense set ~1 in Sj. At present, unfortunately, we don't know of any powerful way that enables us to define the total Hamiltonian when G2 = oo. We should however recall that in the neutral scalar theory the total Hamiltonian for G 3 < oo is defined by means of a unitary transforamtion but with an infinite mass renormalization. We see easily that the quadratic form It should be remarked here that the regular perturbation under the first and the second criteria '])(H),') and '}) (H\, 1112 ) , respectively, are invariant with respect to the change of a parameter A., but it is not difficult to find, even in the fixed-source theory, cases in which neither ~(H),') nor CD (H\,' 112 ) is invariant.
In conclusion the authors would like to thank Professor Y. · Tanikawa for his kind interest.
{fn} from ?S1 which satisfies relations: !If~-fll~O, llaafn-aaf 11~0 and lit/]{/ aafn -YH 0 ' aaf 11~0, the same being true for the corresponding relations with aa * instead of aa. This can be verified as follows. Since vll} is essentially selfadjoint in ?S1 we can take a sequence {gn} from ?S1 such that llgn-·aaf 11~0 and II -v<E:l/gn-VHa' aaf 11~0. Referring to the definition of aa and the relation (3·1), we see easily that there exists the sequence {~J with aafn=gn which has required properties. Let us take sequences {a>n}, { 1 P'n} for a>, lJl E ~2 in the way described above, then we have , and therefore we obtain (A· 6).
